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ABSTRACT

We discuss the possible corrections of some recent calculations [5] on tho form factors
which parametrize the matrix element of the decays B(D) —+ TTIU. These calculations are
based on the assumption that the B*(D*) pole contribution is fully dominant near the
zero recoil. By using the Bethe-Salpeter approach. We have calculated some low-lying
states pole terms predicted by the quark model. The numerical results are obtained to
the next-leading order of the 1/M expansion.
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Comparing with Vc^ I4& is much more poorly determined, because studying the weak
decay b —> u is more difficult than h —> c both theoretically and experimentally. The heavy
quark effective theory provides a way to determinate VCb [1], which, however, cannot be
used in the decay b —> u. On the other hand, in the experiment, it is only the end-point
regions of charmless B decays that is not buried in the huge background of the charmed
decays. The calculations of 14& from such end-point region in semileptonic B decays so far
suffer from the large theoretical uncertainties [3] because of the strongly non-perturbative
effect[2]. it was suggested in [4] that the semileptonic decays B -* TTIU and D —> ixlv may
precisely determine the ratio VUb/Vai. The basic idea is that, near zero recoil, the form
factors which parametrize the matrix element of the decays B(D) —* nlu can be related by
the spin-flavor symmetry in the heavy quark limit. The applicability of this idea obviously
is dependent on the symmetry-breaking corrections So it is necessary to calculate the
form factors near the zero recoil up to the next-leading order of the \}M expansion. For
this purpose, some calculations have been done recently under the assumption that the
B*(D*) pole contribution is fully dominant in the process B(D) —> TTIV in the soft pion
limit [5]. In the B meson decay, it is generally believed that such an approximation is
good enough, while the transition D —> -nlv may be affected by some other low-lying
excited state poles. However, in order to estimate such pole contributions, one has to use
sonic non-pcTturbativc approaches. On the other hand, in [5], . l*o form factors have been
expressed in terms of some decay constants and coupling constants. These parameters
still have to be obtained by some non-perturbative methods before the experimental data
are sufficient to determine them.

A formalism by the 1/M expansion of the relativistic B-S equation for the heavy mesons
has been developed in [7]-[10]. With some assumed kernel, it can be used to calculate
some parameters and form-factors in the 1/MQ expansion. It has been shown in [9] in
the leading order of 1/MQ expansion that, if the interaction becomes independent of the
heavy quark spin as MQ—+ 00, the number of independent components of the most general
form of the B-S wave functions for heavy mesons of arbitrary spin-parity is reduced from
eight to two. This greatly simplifies the calculations in the leading order. The simple
form of the leading order wave functions also makes the calculations for corrections in the
order 0(1/MQ) easier. In the present paper, we shall employ this formalism to estimate
the contributions from some low-lying state poles to the form factors which parameterize
the semileptonic decays B(D) —> nlu near zero recoil and give the numerical values of
some decay constants and coupling constants. Our calculation closely follows that of
[5]. By using the current algebra and PCAC relation, we express the form factors in
term of the decay constants fmcx(Mcx) is the low-lying excited state of B and D series
which arc predicted by the quark model) and coupling constants (JMM™* which recently
can be obtained more reliably. Then the the decay constants and coupling constants are
numerically obtained by the B-S approach. Finally, some discussions are given.

The matrix element of the current responsible for the decay B(D) —> ft may be
parametrized in term of two invariant form factors, in rcf.[6], which was defined as

<n(P)\q1>V\M(v)> =
2 •> q (1)

where q = IUMV11 —p and f+(q2) is responsible to determine the ratio VWl4f[4],[5]. In the
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following discussion, it is more convenient to work with the velocity of the heavy meson,
therefore we define c

< Tr{p)\q-fQ\M{v) >= flip, v)mMv>* + hip,«K (2)

where Pt = p1* — Piv^ and pi =v • p.
The two sets of form factors are related by

f |
f ( i\ - mM f 2mMpj ,
MQ) " mM+Pl

Jl K + p O K - O
In the soft pion case, using the so-called PCAC relation and LSZ reduction formalism

l.h.s of (2) may be expressed as

1
w) > = lL.i -

2 l

1 777 ** — Ti

* P ii / dxeipx < O\T{duAu(x),qYQ}\Miv) >
J

lL.i ,
p2—ml->0 J-K P

(4)
where fv is the pion decay constant and A^ = qiirfq. (Here we assume n contains q
and qi quarks.)

We rewrite the r.h.s of(4) as

; O\T{duAu(x),q^Q}\M{v) >= Jdxeipx < Q\T{p • A{x), q-t

(5)
where Q5 = f dxql(x)j0'Y5q(x).

The pole contribution is included in J dxeip'x < 0\T{q^Q,p • A(x)}\M(v) > which
may be expressed as

^2 < Olq^QlM'iv') > -. rz — < M'(v')\p • i4|M(u) > (6)

where m,M>v' = m,MV—p and the sum of M' extends over the ground-state and all excited
states. The polarizations are also taken into account if the meson has spin. In the chiral
limit, (6) may be written in term of the decay constants /A/ ' and the coupling constants

'TT which, are defined as

<M'(v')\p-A\M(v)> =

if M' is a scalar meson, and

<0\qjtlQ\M'{v,e)> = -ifM>mM>e,i
< M'(v', e)\p • A\M(v) > = 2^mM>mMgMM'^ -p

if M' is a vector meson.
Using (4-8), we write / i and fa in the forms

^ >
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Since v • v' — 1 + O(j^), in the actual calculation of < M'(v')\p • A\M(v) >, we set
v' = v. Obviously, v = v' is a good approximation if M' = M*{m,M' — TRM ~ m^ « 0).
Prom (9) and (3), one may find that the scalar meson's pole term gives a next-leading
order contribution to / + in the 1/M expansion. Actually, as one will find later, except for
the states M* and M2*s (or 25 state in the language of the non-relativistic quark model),
the vector meson's pole terms with which we are concerned in this paper also only give
a next-to-leading order contribution to /+. So one may agree that the approximation we
used above is sufficient.

In the Bethe-Salpter(B-S) approach, the matrix elements in (6) are expressed by the
integrals of the B-S wave functions

< QWQWtf) >= J ^jLtrWi&'h)], (10)

< M'{v)\V • A\M{v) >= J 0^tr[Xv'(Q')M!(Q)SQl(mMv + q)}. (11)

•nere q' = m™m {rn^iv — m.t\iv) + q — p. m and ITIQ are the mass of the light quark and the
heavy quark respectively (we assume the mass of u quark is equal to the one of d quark),
SqiniMV + q) is the propagator of the heavy quark Q, X'V'(Q)

 1S t n e B-S wave function of
the meson M moving with the velocity v which satisfies the equation

(12)

where Ai=m
m^m , A2=m"^m , TUMV is the total momentum of the meson, p is the relative

momentum, G(v,p,q) is the B-S irreducible kernel, and Si is the propagator of the light
quark. For convenience, we shall replace p/ with Pr A/"lmM in the B-S equation.

The 1/MQ expansion in the relativistic B-S equation for the heavy meson has been
developed in [7]-[10]. We will not present the details of the derivation, but give a brief
review of the main results in [7]-[10] which will be used below.

We expand the quantities in the B-S equation in powers of 1/M,

X(p) = Xo + Xi+Xl, (13)

where xo is t n e zero-th order wave function, xt a r e first order wave functions satisfying
^xf=±X±- Xo satisfies the equation

Xo{p)= -of n , m , . v2{pi + h, + m + ie)J

where E == M — mq — m, Wp=J\pt\
2 + m2 and G+ may be written in the form

-iG+{v,p, q) = 1 ® lVl + 1 ® f)V2 (15)

From our numerical calculation, we find that xt 1S much smaller than x~, so we shall
not consider xt- ^ means the 1/M order correction of the coupling constants gMM'v will



not be taken into account. In [8], our calculation showed the 1/M correction of gMM'%
is indeed very small. We may expect it is also true for the other cases. However, for the
reason we mentioned above, the leading order of g\tM'w ( except the case M' = M| s ) is
sufficient. The effect of xi~> which gives a large correction to the decay constants, needs
to be taken into account. xT c a n De obtained by the equation

where G- is the part of G of which the vertex on the heavy quark line anti-commute with

The general solutions of equation (14) consist of two series of degenerate doublets of
the following form

(17)
and

- AM,
(18)

Eqs.(17) and (18) correspond to meson doublets of the spin-parity [j (~1) J+ , (j +1)( 1)J+1]
and \j^~1^, (j+l)^~1^] respectively, Here Tja,...aj. is the symmetric polarization tensor which
satisfies the relation ricn...ajvai = 0. The zero-order B-S wave functions are normalized by

q)] = 2mA/ (19)

From (17) and (18) one finds that, in the leading order of the 1/MQ expansion, the matrix
element < 0\q-y'lQ\M'(v') > vanishes except where M' is the state l^ 2 or 0+. It is the
reason why we only consider the first order of the matrix elements < M'(v')\p- A\M(v) >.

To the leading order of the 1/M expansion, we can write the decay constants }M* and
fMs and the coupling constants gMM'ir a n d 9\iMsn m terms of the scalar functions 0^



and V>ij(i=l,2) in (17-18) as

dAq

/ * •<«> •

2 i ^ W ? ) ' (20)

1 q

(2TT)-'

where A/** denotes the state 1^.2.
For calculations of values of physical quantities we must use a specific model. We

shall assume that the light quark propagator is that of the free quark with the mass m
and that the kernel is the sum of a static confinement term and a gluon exchange term
in the Coulomb gauge in the rest frame of the meson. In order to obtain wave functions
of moving mesons we generalize the kernel to the following covariant form

r

i

r
d3k

[Jfe2 + U*]2 (27r)3

+ ]
\Vt. — <lt\

se// (22)

fj, is taken to approach zero after numerically solving the equation . The running coupling
constant a s e / / is taken as

12TT ,
) ' v)henau/f<l,

Q

Csef/(PtiQt) = 1 otherwise.

Using (21) and (16), we also may obtain the expression of the heavy meson decay
constants in terms of the scalar functions faj and t/>y(i=l,2) to the next-to-leading order.
Such expressions are lengthy, we don't write down them explicitly.



The following values of the parameters in the B-S equation are used in the numerical
calculations. They were determined in [9] from fitting the experimental data for the
masses of observed heavy meson states

nif, = 0.35Gev,
mc = 1.59Gev,

= O.S8Gev,
mb = 5.02Gev.

K = O.2GW2.
(24)

In the numerical resolutions of the leading order equation for 0 and 1 states, we find
the two lowest stable resolutions are E + M = 0.247 and E + M = 0.86. We assume these
correspond to the states IS and 2S in the non-relativistic quark model. Similarly, we
obtain the masses of the other states. Since masses of 2P states are too large, they have
not been taken into account. The 1/M order corrections are obtained by the method used
in [5]. The integrals in (20) have been cut off at \qt\ = TUQ SO that the 1/M expansion
stays valid inside the integration range, where IUQ = mc for the series of D mesons,
rriQ = m.[, for the series c ' B. From Heavy Quark Effective Theory, we have that the
contribution from the region beyond mq is negligible. One may notice that, in (14),
the quark propagators are that of the free quarks, so the radiative effects have not been
take into account completely. This may be remedied simply by using the renormalization
results obtained in the framework of the Heavy Quark Effective Theory. In the HQET,
the wave function renormalization factors at on. loop order are [12]

Qs 2a°

So the B-S wave function in (14) shall obtain a factor

where a=2/25 for mesons of B series and a=2/27 for D series. If we set the scale A
then the one loop correction may be taken into account by the replacement

r * »

(25)

(26)

iGev,

(27)

in the calculation of /A-/. Prom (11) and (25) one can know that coupling constants g have
no such correction. In the table 1, we list the numerical results of the decay constants,
form factors and the masses of the mesons.

Table-1 The masses[[9],[ll]], decay constants and coupling constants

m(MeV)
f(MeV)
9

D
1864
177

D*
2010
248
0.71

Do+

2254
95
-0.56

2688
38
-0.35

2586
187
0.13

B
5279
163

B*
5325
197
0.71

5682
111
-0.56

-"3/2

6022
14
-0.35

5927
191
0.13

Choosing p/=Tn^=139Mei;, we obtain

/P =-1.31+ 0.11
//* = -1.18 + 0.12
/+ = -9-5
f? = -28.

tD _
Jo —
fB _

tD _
Jo —
fB _
Jo —

-9.53 + 0.27-0.55
-30.2 + 0.25-1.4
-1.1
- 1 .

(28)



The second term of / :
M is from Mo+ pole term, the three terms of /2

A/ are from M*, M^Z
and MoS pole term respectively.

Except for M*, the other pole terms give about ~ 3% of the total contribution to
both f% and f+. One may that notice the M2*s state play an important role, which give
about ~ 5% of the total contribution to both f£ and f£. This percentage obviously is
sensitive to the momentum of the TT. If we choose pi = 300Meu, it will increase to 7~8%
in both B and D case. According to the experimental data of the doubly heavy quark
resonance spectrum, the energy of 25 state is just about lOOAf ev~ 200Mev higher than
that of I P statefll]. In our calculation, the mass split between 25 and l+(2460Afeu)[ll]
is ~ lOOMew. Since the motion of the light quark in 25 state is completely relativistic,
our calculation is reasonable. From our calculation, one also may find that the pole
terms except of M*, which we considered in this paper, cancel each other so that their
contributions are not large at zero recoil.

In conclusion, we discuss the possible corrections of some recent calculations on the
form factors which parametrize the hadronic matrix element of semileptonic decays B(L, —i
7r + Iv. Our discussions are based on the assumption that there are some low-lying ex-
cited states of the B and D series which are predicted by the quark model. Using the
relativistic B-S approach, we obtained some numerical rosults. Our results show that,
except M* pole term, some other low-lying state poles (not complete) may give around
3% of the total contribution to both f+ and f£ which are responsible to determine the
ratio Vub/Vcd.
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